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SECTION ONE: BROAD CONCEPTS TO BE DEFINED

I INTRODUCTION:

Ministerial Education: What is its purpose? By its very name, its nature would seem to be obvious – but in many cases the key stakeholders sense that ministerial education is not relevant to the ministry to which people have been called. Research, based on 150 institutions preparing people for ministry, revealed that former students, denominational leaders and members of congregations often sense that institutions fail to achieve their purpose.

And what is that purpose? To ask this question also brought an interesting array of opinion. In this research, interviews indicated that scholars may have one view, clergy and denominational leaders another while former students yet another. Interestingly, members of the same institution’s faculty frequently reported differing views on the purpose and goals of their educational program. Ironically – these same educators, under deliberate interviewing techniques, affirmed that the rest of the faculty agreed with them. Blatant differences often
occurred between the President, the Academic Dean and the various members of the teaching staff, but they were unaware of these differences.

It is no wonder that the constituent communities were less than satisfied with the institution’s product. Furthermore, there was often significant tension between the various stakeholder groups. This, indeed, was fertile ground for misunderstanding and dissatisfaction.

But these realities and perceptions can change: That is not to say that change is easy: As one theological educator laments, it is easier to demolish a cathedral than to change a ministerial education curriculum. This difficulty does not preclude the necessity to honestly face the dilemmas of the tensions between church and educational institution in many cases.

Why do institutions tend to change slowly, if at all? Relevant literature suggests at least three common reasons, which will be discussed below. The first of these is Program Inertia.

1. Program Inertia. It is far easier to allow a program to continue as it currently operates rather than to change it. Change tends to bring reactions on the continuum from minor discomfort to major resistance. People, regardless of educational level, sometimes sense security and comfort with the familiar – change moves one beyond what is popularly coined “comfort zones.” People know how the old works – but they do not know how the new will operate. It is easier to continue the status quo rather than to face change, even when this change is essential.

Another reason that is given for slow change is:
2. Fear of the unknown. The operative term here is FEAR! Commentators observe that this emotion inhibits theological educators just as truly as it would to any other person in transition. Academics may become apprehensive when they are challenged to emphasize the practice of ministry as well as academic excellence. Some lecturers have little experience in the practice of ministry itself. Anxiety may drive the occasional person to resist anything other than academic or cognitive knowledge in the curriculum. This reaction can be justified under various guises, but observers note the underlying force of the fear of the unknown.

Thankfully many theological educators hold holistic views of ministerial education – they have gained “professional knowledge” as well as academic ability – they are comfortable with ministry. But for those who obstruct holistic ministerial formation and would stress solely academic content, there is a challenge to move beyond the fear of the unknown. This requires, however, a climate in which team members realize their individual incompleteness and need for one another: Team cohesiveness and interdependence creates this kind of atmosphere. Learning to value others unlike themselves allows all people, including academics, to value the contributions and the expertise of one another. It moves us from insecurity in times of transition – it frees us to embrace a larger view of the world and of the institution’s mission. The system within an institution itself must provide safety in which people are free to expose one’s own areas of non-strength as well as areas of specialization. In this sense, the realization of the specialization of staff is helpful – each person knows their own specialty as well as their own limitations – and how they fit into the total vision of the institution.

This collaborative climate must be created intentionally. Higher education requires specialists – people who have depth in particular areas of knowledge. Some necessarily have developed particular expertise in a narrow field. Higher education at the level anticipated for
lecturers is, by necessity, highly specialized by its very design. Added to this specialization is the rigor required in research degrees that demands a person’s total absorption for an extended time frame: Often it is impossible to fulfill both the requirements of the research degree and stay abreast of “the best practice” in ministry simultaneously. Thus, educational personnel sometimes (not always) feel conversant with cognitive knowledge, but may feel threatened by that “professional knowledge” exhibited by the long-serving practitioner. Lecturers are aware of the expectation to be competent in that which they teach or oversee, and then they are expected to be generalists as well as specialists. It has been suggested that some lecturers may denigrate practitioner skills in the program as they hesitate to demonstrate their own inadequacies in these areas. While this can be overcome in several ways, it still does hinder progress in some institutions.

A final suggestion for our purposes here is

3. Pedagogical History: It is tempting to teach others as we have been taught. The educational delivery system we had as students somehow seems right and the best way to educate others. In other words, there is comfort in the history of how the disciplines have been taught in one’s own experience. Action research at a large university discovered this to be true of any profession with a long history and tradition of education. For instance, in one university, it was observed that lecturers in law and engineering taught as they were taught whether or not it was still the best practice. Rote memorization and major content emphases were the norm at the expense of developing skills in professionally utilizing this knowledge or content in the practice of the profession itself. This history of how one is taught may color the manner in which much of ministerial education is delivered. It is tempting to assume: “It worked for me – I therefore accept this as the best way to teach others as well” – without examining other options for delivery.
There may well be other hindrances to change, but these three demonstrate that change within educational systems may be resisted within the teaching community. Ministerial education is not unique in this. Nor is it unique in the tension between stakeholders concerning the process of education for that profession. Indeed, these very same factors impinge on any profession that has both a related academy and a professional body to which the profession gives account. LAW – NURSING – and to some degree TEACHING itself. But it is also important to note that professional organizations in other occupations are now demanding to be heard by those who educate practitioners in their respective areas. They insist on a voice. Thus, it is not surprising that ministerial and denominational leaders are demanding partnership roles in framing the expected focus and outcomes of the educational experience.

And change is often needed in spite of hesitancies by the teaching staff. If this is the case, how does it take place? Program evaluators and developers suggest that the program change will not take place without an external focus – the best focus being the anticipated outcomes of the educational experience itself. For the purpose of this document, I will call this outside driving force the educational focus of ministerial education.

Subsequent sections will address the appropriate places and times at which various interest groups are involved in program planning and development. For now, however, it is sufficient to remind ourselves that the broad body of decision makers do have a right to have a voice in program planning and evaluation. While this right is acknowledged, it is also true that no singular special interest group can dictate the direction of educational development without due regard for the total body of stakeholders. We do not desire mayhem with everyone trying to run the academy. This is an invitation to chaos. This is another reason for addressing appropriate roles for stakeholders in the final section of this book.
For now, let’s look at the model that will guide our thinking of an integrated philosophy of education within World Mission institutions.

Presuppositions Which Influence the Following Material:

1. Education is about learning rather than institutions

2. A singular focusing purpose for each educational program gives direction to improvement in learning.

3. Educational Institutions have mission statements which may be multi-faceted, but these are drawn from the foci of the various educational and service programs which they need to provide.

4. Atomistic Competence is not the sole end of education – developed personal traits are also important!

5. Educational Program Development is best guided by a dynamic model involving (1) focus; (2) intended outcomes; (3) program structure to achieve outcomes; and (4) defining and benchmarking inputs and throughputs for those outcomes in the structure. A model may give a holistic view prior to further discussion of the elements.

Terms to Define:
1. Theological or Educational Institution: Terms for higher education institutions such as college or school carry connotations of either primary or secondary education in some world areas. To prevent confusion, resident institutions that prepare people for ministry shall be called “theological institutions” in this document. While a theological institution may be below degree level in some places, certainly the institutions offering degrees as well as certificates and diplomas are an important part of the total system of ministerial education. Thus, “theological institution” or “educational institution” will replace both “school” and “college.”

2. Program Stakeholders: In curriculum design and evaluation, various people groups have some ownership and care for the program. In ministerial education, this would include the church at various levels (local, district and denominational), the staff of the theological institution, the students and accrediting bodies. The frequency of the term and concept “stakeholder” in this document reflects its centrality to the activity of educational program and evaluation. Documents dealing with establishing and assessing quality reflect this same propensity for this term and concept. Further discussion in a separate section will establish the importance and role of various stakeholder bodies, and will further define the term. Presently, however, this concept is recognized as foundational to our further modeling for program development.

3. Educational Program: Institutions offer programs. The institution is the structure for providing the program of education, but the emphasis for planning and development will be upon the program rather than the institution. An institution may offer various programs at various levels and for various purposes. Each program itself must be carefully targeted with a view of its purpose, its available body of knowledge, its host society and its potential student population. The programs the church needs them to offer shape educational
institutions. Institutional mission statements arise from the foci of these various programs that the institution is called upon to provide.

Following these preliminary thoughts, a model for creating an outcomes based educational system will be explored.

SECTION TWO: A MODEL FOR PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

AN INTEGRATED OUTCOMES MODEL OF EDUCATION
FOR WORLD MISSION EDUCATION:

I. OVERVIEW

Prior to exploring each facet of program development, a holistic model guiding this discussion is offered. Essentially, this model consists of four stages of program development, each flowing from the decisions made in the prior stage.

A visual model never perfectly represents a process or concept. It does, however, focus discussion and to enhance understanding as any development model is discussed.

For this model, we are using the schematic of a lens with its incoming light rays, its outgoing refracted light and the focal point – the object of the creation of the lens itself. In the model, the lens will represent the educational program and its structure. It is created and refined to sharpen the focus on the focal point.
The incoming light rays will represent the inputs and throughputs of the program. The schematic representation is given below with a further brief explanation prior to discussing each of the four stages of program development individually. This is done as a reminder that each stage of development is a part of a larger process. No one part stands alone.

Granted, initially this model is linear in its approach – that is – each step follows the stage before it. In reality, however, a dynamic world demands dynamic models. In many cases each of these four stages is happening simultaneously.

The model is as follows.
The Educational Focus – the Reason for Providing the Program.

In physics, the sole function of a lens is to focus light rays on the singular focal point. The focus upon that point is essential to the building and location of that lens. Likewise, in educational development, the singular purpose or focus of the program is critical to all other decisions that are made. The lens (program) is designed to achieve a focus.

In prescribing spectacles, opticians never force the eye to meet the needs of the lens. The focal point of the eye determines the structure, shape and placement of the lens. It is equally fruitless for educational programs to be designed without the focal point in mind. In this faulty approach to educational development, the educators may try to mold the learner and their intended destination culture to fit the shape of the educational program rather than starting with the purpose of the program, and then designing the program to fulfill this purpose. Where the program is the staring point rather than the result of meeting a need, the institution itself becomes the focus and institutional self-preservation the goal. Leaders in programs designed in this manner will expound the virtues of all the formation that occurs on campus without really explaining what this formation is for or what the purpose is. The institution becomes the end rather than the means to meeting the needs of the church.

The focal point is the starting point. We will revisit this concept in a section dedicated to this topic.

INTENDED EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES – The guiding principles which direct educational decisions: If the program focus gives purpose, then the next development step gives direction: Intended educational outcomes drive design and improvement in any program. As has been
posed, direction needs to be focused on something outside the existing program itself. Intended educational outcomes have the ability to do just this.

Actual outcomes are the result of an educational program. Revisiting our sketch once again, we are reminded that outcomes are products of the structure. The structure is designed to prepare people with the program focus in mind. Any program has outcomes, be they positive or otherwise. Designing and predicting intended outcomes, however, gives direction to the program so that these outcomes bring congruence with the focus of the program itself.

The intended outcomes are beneficial in shaping the very nature of the educational program itself.

The Educational Program – that Lens that provides outcomes toward the focus.

A solid structure is built once the integrating focus and the resulting intended outcomes are identified. The educational program is then designed by decision-makers to best achieve these outcomes. Both Educational theory and research assist the provider in developing a program that brings the transfer from the classroom to the practice of ministry. Structure builds on an integrated approach. The theory considerations will be explored in a separate section, but for the moment for the sake of overview, there are two considerations – (1) integrated inputs and throughputs for excellence in outcomes; and (2) structuring delivery models that meet the needs at various educational levels and in various delivery modes.

INPUTS AND THROUGHPUTS FOR BALANCE
Elements of the structure will be designed to achieve the intended outcomes that, in turn, flow from the Integrating Focus. Just as the intended outcomes are to be balanced between cognitive content, ministerial/professional skill and personal and ministerial development, likewise the components of any program are to be balanced. Within our denomination the International Course of Study Advisory Committee (ICOSAC) has determined that these throughputs and inputs shall be balanced between 4 C’s – namely CONTENT, CONTEXT, COMPETENCY and CHARACTER. These balanced areas link naturally with the three outcome areas also designated as KNOW, BE and DO. KNOW combines with cognitive content and professional skill knowledge. BE likewise with character and ethics. Over all this is the development of understanding of the context within which the minister will serve – these context considerations include cultural, denominational, national, and the sociological setting within which the beginning practitioner would find him or herself.

Having perused the overview, it is timely to examine the elements of educational planning in greater detail. The first of these elements is, again, the educational focus.
II. SINGULAR EDUCATIONAL FOCUS

The FOCUS of a program determines both its direction and outcomes. For instance, if an educational program’s primary focuses on academic content, the shape of every class, every subject and every activity will be determined by that focus. Furthermore – the outcome will also be people who demonstrate primarily cognitive abilities. Many of the graduates’ comfort zones will be academic rather than ministerial. The mental discipline theory of education believes that academic development would automatically transfer to the ability to minister. This theory,
however, is faulty: Automatic transfer is a fallacy – transfer of learning to practice happens only when intentionally developed.

If, on the other hand, the program focuses on practical skills alone, the total program and the comfort zone of the graduate will reflect this as well. The student will leave the educational institution with skills that cope with early ministry, but the person may not be grounded in a theoretical base or understanding which can adapt those skills when contexts and settings change. Program balance is needed to prevent either extremity.

One may ask the reason for a singular focus in educational programs rather than a multi-faceted goal. As reported in Toward Excellence in Ministerial Education, educational programs reporting multiple purposes or focal points experienced tension between these focal points. For example, programs, which said they were focused on three elements, namely developing content, pastoral skill and spiritual formation, consistently demonstrated tension within their faculties between these three emphases. Programs, on the other hand, which reported a singular focus out of which these other outcomes were generated, demonstrated not only the lack of these tensions but, more importantly, a common understanding of the purpose of the institution among both the staff members and the students. Singularly focused programs demonstrated greater understanding and appreciation of their purpose among all participants and stakeholder.

HOW DOES ONE DETERMINE THAT APPROPRIATE INTEGRATING FOCUS?

As I wrote in a previous publication, the key to finding the focus is to link it to expectation. This link is based upon creating the focus from the expectation question: “What is the expectation placed upon the student after completing the program, and how do we educate people to fulfill that expectation.”
It is envisioned that stakeholder participants would need to communicate with one another, but would also each need to consider the importance of the intended outcome for the educational program. Why does the program exist? How does that purpose fit into the overall value of the denomination? How would one view evaluation and implementation in the light of the intended outcome? The basic elements of an educational model would serve as a focusing discussion, but more specific questions could also serve as reflection points to assist in causing the most universally appropriate Integrating Purpose for that particular institution to arise. The interaction would need to be between participants themselves, and also between each kind of participant (i.e. church, educational institution, student, etc.) The discussion could focus on questions concerning expectation.

Integration Rather than Parallelism: Even after the Integrating Purpose has been identifiable in an institution, there are various components of the program that need to be integrated into the educational program. This integration is aimed at supporting the integrating focus. Otherwise, as observed in this research, parallel purposes result which create potential tension points between components of the program.
There are two models

1. One, parallel purposes, leads to tension: As is demonstrated previously, parallel foci compete with one another.
2. The other, integrated outcomes derived from one focus, demonstrated common understanding among the participants.

Tension between program components will be explored further a little later as will a solution for minimizing such tensions. The concept of singular focus on its own is explored.

Every program must have a singular focus. While it would be advantageous to do so, no singular focus can be prescribed for every program equally – for each program has its own reason for being. For instance, a pre-seminary course would have a different focus than one that was intended to be followed immediately by early pastoral ministry. Likewise, a course preparing someone for post-graduate degree work in an academic core such as biblical languages may still have yet another singular focus.

Furthermore, educational providers will increasingly be called upon to provide continuing in-service education for the denomination. Of course, the focus of these programs will differ from the same institution’s pre-service programs.

So is it possible to suggest an appropriate focus for a ministerial education program? Yes, if one is to follow the simple formula that the focus is determined by the expectation of the student either immediately following the program, or during the program if it is an in-service education.
Thus, an arguably appropriate purpose for an educational program that leads directly into early ministry or mission would be READINESS FOR EARLY PRACTICE OF THE MINISTRY. This focus would not only influence every subject in its inclusion, but would also effect the manner in which the same materials were treated within even the cognitive knowledge areas.

For instance, if the focus were ministry and its early practice, one would need to consider that even an early practitioner is expected to possess certain facts and skills. But the presentation and development of those skills is influenced by that consciousness of the focus of the whole program.

A simplistic example may be in the area of biblical languages. If one teaches only from a content focus, the grammar and its intricacies stand on their own merit. If this same material were to be taught with a ministerial focus, however, the manner this material could assist one in gaining a better understanding of the text for preaching would be highly valued during the lesson time. Knowledge that could be applied in ministry would even influence the language, the history (what can be learned from church history in interpreting trends and truth in today’s world), and the biblical literature courses would be thus influenced in the manner in which they were treated.

Having established the value of a singular purpose and the concept that it can be derived from the expectation upon the student following the program, the discussion will move forward to the various aspects flowing from the focus. In the model previously posited, the outcomes result from the focus. These outcomes will be several and can be grouped in categories. Using the language of the *International Sourcebook on Developmental Standards for Ordination*, the terminology of KNOW, BE and DO will be used as an organizing principle for groups of outcome.
III. INTEGRATING OUTCOMES OF KNOW, BE and DO

The integrating focus is NOT THE SOLE EMPHASIS IN THE PROGRAM, but rather A SINGULAR mechanism THAT SERVES AS THE ORGANISING PRINCIPLE OF ALL other aspects of the program.

This focus serves two purposes: (1) selectivity and (2) integration.
1. **Selectivity**: No institution can offer everything in its program that it would like. The limited time within three or four years of formal educational programs can never encompass all that one wants to include. With this kind of competition for the limited time for various aspects of the program, focus serves to direct choices between good, alternatives within a program.

2. **Integration**: The focus can certainly also help link the aspects of the program toward a central cohesive direction. In this focus a singular understanding of the direction of the educational program is coherent among the stakeholders.

Flowing from this focus are the outcomes. Both intended and actual outcomes for a ministerial education are generally classified in three categories: Namely spiritual formation (TO BE), mastering a “Body of Knowledge” (TO KNOW) and developing professional skill in ministerial practice (TO DO). Of course, none of these can be developed fully within a degree or diploma program: Each of these areas ideally are developed during a pre-professional educational program to the degree that patterns of life long learning and growth are established.

The key to choosing appropriate intended outcomes is this: Each intended outcome area must be driven by the integrating focus of the program. Simply stated, if readiness for early ministerial leadership is the focus of a program, then every outcome area must be directed toward that end.

This is to say – Each of these outcome-areas answer the question “what is the person expected to know, be and do in order to accomplish the focus.”

This is through Functional Integration as described below:

Illustration of Functional Integration:
An example of functional integration may help here. Let us take one area of concern – the cognitive knowledge. So much could be taught under the guise of a ministerial education program. But the selectivity of components in this area is guided by the question “what must a person KNOW in order to be ready for early ministry.” True, in any profession, there is an expected grasp of a body of knowledge to demonstrate competence. What must a person KNOW in order to function in early pastoral or mission ministry?
The arrow out from the FOCUS to the OUTCOMES of KNOWLEDGE indicates this process of selecting those things that a minister must know.

But there are also the areas of being able to practice – the area of professional knowledge in which a minister needs competence in action, analysis and decision making. The guiding principle, again, is what must a beginning practitioner in ministry be able to do – this will form the intended outcomes of the program in the broad category of the development of practice – or the DO skills.

Likewise, in spiritual development, this same process is indicated.

The selection of appropriate intended outcomes is facilitated greatly by an activity I have coined Functional Integration. As I wrote in *Toward Excellence in Ministerial Education*, this activity provides methodology for selecting program outcomes, and also selecting between competing elements within the program. Always, there is more that one could aim for than is realistic within any program. Thus, a selectivity instrument is necessary. For this selectivity, the integrating function and functional integration are the keys to this selection process.

In summary, I would again quote from a previous writing:

“Coordination toward Purpose: A method of coordinating the program around the central purpose to lessen these tensions would help attain the intended outcome. A process of “Functional Integration” could be designed to ensure that each component supports, rather than competes with, the fulfillment of the comprehensive Integrating Purpose of the institution. Functional Integration would need to integrate those aspects of ministerial training identified in the survey, namely spirituality, academic readiness and practical ministry skills. An evaluation
theory would seek to investigate the integration/coordination of these components with one another in view of the overall Integrating Purpose of the educational program. The forgoing sketch illustrates a cohesive model for evaluating this Functional Integration.”

“Each aspect would make a contribution to fulfilling the Integrating Purpose. It would also, however, be derived from the Integrating Purpose in that the aspect would be absolutely necessary to achieve the main function of the educational program. That is to say, the Integrating Purpose not only benefits from the components of a program, but also dictates which elements are to be chosen from the many options available to program decision makers. Elements in each component would earn their right to be included in a curriculum by the degree to which they contributed to readiness in the central (or Integrating) Focus. Perhaps an illustration using a possible Integrating Purpose would demonstrate this relationship.

“Functional Integration Illustrated: In the foregoing Figure, one sees the Integrating FOCUS as a central core of every aspect of the curricular activity. Suppose the Integrating Purpose where to prepare people for ministry and mission. Then each component would be chosen according to the degree that the integrating focus were fulfilled.

“Many academic disciplines may exist in a ministerial education program. For instance, Latin, Greek, homiletics, and many others may be traditional. For the academic component of the curriculum to be functionally integrated, however, each discipline must earn its right to be included by judging the degree to which the discipline adds to readiness for ministry and mission.

“If the central Integrating Purpose were ministry and mission, then academic components of the program would be chosen from those which would be relevant to that overall purpose. The
disciplines in each of the possible component circle are too numerous to be included in any one curriculum. Selectivity must necessarily be exercised in any program. The criteria upon which these choices are made may well reflect the degree of functional integration. Tradition and history may be one way of selecting courses. Quite another criterion, suggested by this research to overcome tensions in integration, is selecting by the relevance the discipline has toward the intended outcomes.”

Integration from ONE focus to three outcome areas is important. In my earlier research it was discovered that programs which tried to maintain three or more foci created what we identified as “program tension points.” When the focus of an educational program was multifaceted, “program tension points” were revealed in the system of education. The following illustration again shows schematically how this may evidence itself.
In one institution, the mission statement nominated three areas as the focus of the program. The statement said that the program prepared people for ministerial practice, it also stressed academic excellence and it had special concern for the spiritual development of its students.

This mission statement, in its written form, sounds as if it would provide a valid framework for ministerial development. This institution, along with others which delineated similar missions, evidenced an interesting phenomena: Two things became very evident:

1. Various members of the institutional community understood the mission of the institution differently.
2. Various departments of the institution resented the emphases on the other parts of the mission – they thought that there was too much energy and time spent on part of this mission to the detriment of their own special concerns.

To illustrate this phenomenon of PROGRAM TENSION POINTS, I recall one of these educational institutions which clearly stated a three-part mission.

1. In an interview with the President, I asked if he could state the institutional mission and its major emphasis. He could! I then asked if the academic dean, the teaching faculty, and the students all understood this mission in the same manner as he – the response was that, without exception, the whole learning community understood the direction of the institution and its programs.

The next hour was spent with the Dean who assured me that he understood the President’s understanding of the mission of the program. Upon further interview, however, it became clear that the understanding of the Dean and the President differed significantly.

Further interview with teaching staff and students revealed the existence of many understandings of the focus of the program – few agreed with any other of the learning community as to the purpose of the institution’s program. While there was one mission statement, the understanding of that mission varied significantly from member to member of that community.

2. This problem became more serious when tension between differing understandings began to surface. There were academic members who latched onto the emphasis upon academic excellence, and complained that the program spent far too much time in internship and
ministry development at the expense of academic excellence. They saw time spent in the parish or in spiritual accountability groups as not allowing enough time for academic pursuits. THERE WAS COMPETITION from other components of the program which they perceived to be a threat to their own aspect. Likewise the internship director resented the number of academic assignments in the coursework which prohibited the student from applying him or herself to the practical training opportunities within the congregation.

Integration of the total program toward a singular focus can prevent these tensions.

SECTION THREE: MODELS FOR INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

1. DESIGNS FOR MULTIPLE DELIVERY METHODS – THE WHEEL MODEL
When one thinks of the institutional structure, a system of delivery must be designed. For this activity, the lens is rotated until we see that it is actually a wagon wheel.

This wheel represents the aspects of a total delivery system for education. As with the educational system in Word Mission areas the wheel has three parts of the whole. Those parts are the HUB, the RIM and the SPOKES.

Likewise the ministerial education delivery system is multifaceted: As with the model, it is composed of the HUB (or educational center or campus), the RIM (or the network of extension centers related to the hub) and then the SPOKES (the infrastructure for integrating the total
system of education in order that extension education is truly a coherent extension of the central organizing institution).

STRENGTHEN THE HUB:

A central hub for each system of education is necessary, for the rim does not rotate properly without the hub anchoring each wheel. Within our denominational system of education we presuppose that every extension center is an extension of some coordinating entity that would normally be a residence institution.

Flowing from this model of the wheel is the concept of strengthening the hubs in order to anchor the rim and spokes. With this thought in mind, numerous changes are to be made to the hub in order to strengthen it for the extensions. In order for the system to become integrated, the hub may need to be strengthened in the following ways:

• Paradigm shifts: In some educational institutions a new world-view is necessary: If the teaching staff is burdened with the goal of institutional or discipline preservation alone, it needs to become mission driven rather than maintenance driven. Many academics do have this wider view of their calling but, if evaluation shows this not to be the case, there must first be a shift toward focusing the program on people in ministry and equipping them for that ministry rather than for preservation of the academy.

• Staffing priorities: In order to anchor extension well, a person needs to be provided whose sole job is to direct the extension programs of the hub. His or her sole role is extension. This person speaks for extension within the resident institution and facilitates and drives extension priorities. This person's total involvement is extension. This person's passion is creating and
improving extension education. One would also need a library resource person in the hub who would coordinate the resource deployment and development for extension centers.

- **Library Growth:** Not only are extension libraries essential, but so is strengthening of the mother campus library. From this central resource the extension librarian may collate and collect materials for temporary loan to extension centers on a needs basis as subjects are offered there. As extensions grow, accreditation bodies look for a growing library.

- **Staff Development:** The academic teaching staff can be equipped to develop, deliver and value multiple levels of education as well as multiple delivery methods. Members of staff who value the system of education rather than the institutional survival understand that this system of ministerial education has concern for more than post-secondary students. Program access demands the provision of education at the various educational entry points. If an educational system serves a region which has people with lower literacy skills, modules for delivering the content required for ministry at that level must be established and valued. Furthermore, some people may be literate, but would not be equipped to handle university demands educationally. The educational system would necessarily address these needs through appropriate teaching and modular material. It is not a matter of “dumbing down” degree material as it were, but rather designing appropriate programs of delivery at the appropriate educational level from the “ground up.”

Thus, it is a given, if the extension is the extension of a hub, then the hub needs careful consideration in the formulation of the system.

**BUILDING THE SPOKES:**
Extension education is extended from a central organizing structure. This being the case, then the linkages between the hub and the rim is essential. Integration toward the focus drives the whole delivery system within the model.

A key element of the delivery system is the use of not only the institution’s staff for teaching, but also the teaching practitioners who are pastors who are equipped and trained to teach within the extension system. With this understanding, the spokes will be described in broad strokes, with subsequent material describing the details.

- **Deployment of teacher practitioner** – The hub develops a network for training, placing and coordinating the work of the teacher practitioners, that is, the those pastors who are qualified to teach at the appropriate educational and practitioner level.

- **Equipping of teacher practitioners** – A full training and development program is not only essential for the extension staff, but also for the teacher-practitioner. Dr Al Truesdale will describe the specifics of this equipping and networking in more detail in a subsequent section. Through a network of extension centers, pastoral teachers will be developed in teaching methods and in content.

- **Coordinating teacher practitioners** – The coordination of credentialling and coordinating the availability of teacher practitioners will be one role assumed by the extension leader at the hub level.

- **Modules** - A module is a package of materials supplied by the hub. This module would include the syllabus, objectives, teaching schedule, the assignments and evaluation
instruments. Lecture notes and lesson plans for each session will be included. The teacher practitioner would already have participated in a training session for the subject in which he/she teaches, so the materials will build on a common understanding of the nature of the subject being taught.

- Library support – The extension librarian in each Hub will respond to requests for articles and literature that will strengthen the modules that are taught within the extension centers. He/She will also be pro-active in discovering and disseminating appropriate materials for strengthening the information base for each teaching practitioner.

**CONSTRUCTING THE RIM:**

- Curriculum – In order to complete the full ordination program within three years, it is assumed that each extension center would offer approximately eight (8) subjects a year. In the appendix you will find a rotational plan which some extension programs develop.
- Each extension center has a coordinator for the purpose of assuring that classes actually occur. He or she coordinates record keeping, implementation and promotion for the center.

Thus the wheel is a system of education. But for the following discussion, the wheel becomes three-dimensional and becomes a conic spiral.

2. **THE MODEL FOR MULTIPLE LEVELS FOR PROGRAMS – THE SPIRAL MODEL.**

**A SPIRALLING MULTI-LEVEL PROGRAM:**
If existing educational institutions are to serve as the Hub for ministerial education throughout its educational zone, then it naturally follows that this system, attached to the center, will provide multiple level educational options. The methods the new programs supplant – namely some form of directed study home course as well as theological education programs – also represented a multiple level system, but without the solid anchoring of the core to the strengths that can be provided by an educational provider “hub” such as a theological institution. This multiple level system, then, provides opportunity to increase excellence in ministerial preparation at the various educational levels at which it is offered.

There are two potential dangers of a multiple level program. The first is placing a cap on the people while the second is the danger of starting people at the lowest common denominator. Clearly, if growing excellence in ministry is envisaged, the educational system must firstly assure that articulation between levels is not only possible, but also encouraged. Education is a life-long activity: People must be stretched in the outcome areas of KNOW, BE and DO in continuing growth for the life of their ministries.

ILLUSTRATION OF THE WHEEL BECOMING A SPIRAL

The spiral model for ministerial education reflects that this education is never ending. While the focus of the foundational program may be developed at various entry level, no ceiling can be established other than a person’s own potential. This is the say the plan for developing the minister has no cap upon itself if a person demonstrates ability to continue growth from one level to the next.
The qualities in each of these three outcome areas must increase and broaden over time if our pastoral leadership is to challenge lay people as these ministers continue to serve. The ministers must continue to develop the knowledge base and educational level throughout their ministry (TO KNOW). They must also continue to develop in ministerial skill (TO DO) and in personal spiritual and maturity formation (TO BE).

So in each of these areas, one would find that man or woman rising in a spiral. Continuing education is essential in each of these three areas. In continuing education, the balance between Context, Competency, Character and Content is to be assured. Just as the foundational education is to be balanced, it is assumed that the curriculum for life-long development is also to be balanced among the four C areas mentioned above.

SPIRAL PRINCIPLES:

- SPIRAL PRINCIPLE ONE: One should match the candidate's entry level to the appropriate spiral rung. Expediency is not to be used to shortchange the potential of the candidate. For instance, if someone is capable of degree level work, access to degree level must be both available to the person and demanded of the person. Whatever the person’s potential, start as high up the spiral as you can - don't rob the candidate by going for the lowest possible educational level in response to convenience alone. Always stretch people appropriately. Otherwise they will not be a growing ministers.

- SPIRAL PRINCIPLE TWO: Implement formal continuing education. The twenty-five or so modules in the Course of Study are the foundation. Keep going up the spiral as high as you can go. With continuing education, this foundation is built upon year after year.
In this manner, then, the educational plan not only depends on multiple delivery systems, but also on multiple academic levels. Thus, the wheel now becomes three-dimensional and becomes a conic spiral.

In the system of ministerial education around the world, these levels would include a certificate level (perhaps anticipating lower elementary education), a diploma level (anticipating some secondary education) and degrees (anticipating university entrance standards).

The educational levels offered by any ministerial education institution are dictated by the educational levels within the communities it serves.

SKETCH OF CONIC CYCLE

While an entry level to ministerial preparation may be a lower educational level in all three outcome categories, and solid ministry formation may well occur at this level, still the church anticipates a growing person in each of these areas. We recognize the focus on growth in ministry following the initial foundational levels of preparation that leads to ordination.

The concept of multilevel systems also presupposes lifelong formal continuing education. It also is built on the conviction that ordination is not a capstone that limits further growth. While the call and early experience in ministry is validated upon ordination, still the upward challenge for ongoing development in ministerial skill, cognitive knowledge and personal formation in spirituality and maturity is absolutely essential. This would mean that most ministers would function at a higher educational level than when they were first licensed and, yes, ordained. Formal continuing education and informal lifelong learning are critical for a growing,
challenging body of ministerial practitioners in the denomination. The pastor is to lead the people in knowledge, formation and action. He or she should be at the cutting edge in these three outcome areas of ministerial development.

THE SPIRAL AND THE MULTI-LEVEL INSTITUTIONS:

The spiral applies to people - people are lifted in their academic, spiritual and professional formation. This reality challenges the institution to extend toward formal continuing education and development. It may also require the institution to add a program targeted at an educational level beyond the current levels.

At this point, the educational institution is tempted to REPLACE its program with a higher level program. While this replacement meets the needs for education at this higher level, at the same time it creates a vacuum at the lower level. Thus, when programs are replaced with higher programs, the result meets the needs solely of those who can function at higher degree levels upon entrance, and neglects the needs of those previously served by the lower level program.

To prevent this vacuum – theological institutions must think of program addition rather than program replacement. No institution can contemplate higher level qualifications until it can do so in addition to its current offering unless there is absolutely no need for the lower award. That would happen only if the community no longer had people at this educational level. In any case, we honor the spiral and assure that multiple level entry points into the educational system are jealously preserved. In order to do that, our multiple level educational system will be observed. This is essential since access is a key value of ministerial education within this denomination.
Here are some basic assumptions that may summarize this section on multiple levels of educational delivery:

ASSUMPTIONS IN A MULTI-TRACK EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM FOR MINISTRY EDUCATION

1. Academic level and ministerial readiness do not always equate.

2. Ordination requirements are based on ministerial readiness rather than on academic level.

3. The larger the cohort at the certificate level, the more demand for graduates from the diploma and degree levels as these are the source of your teachers in the certificate level. The Church anticipates a growing demand for highly educated clergy as it grows. Their ministry to the wider church is non-negotiable.

4. Our institutions need to think multiple-level. For any institution, there is a top level offered, but this does not remove responsibility for offering other levels as well.

5. PARTICIPATION OVERCOMES RESISTANCE.

Having visited these assumptions, the balanced inputs and throughputs will be discussed.
SECTION FOUR: INPUTS AND THROUGHPUTS FOR A BALANCED FOCUSED PROGRAM

Again, revisiting the basic model is appropriate here

![Balanced Throughputs - 4 C's](image)

Some of the discussion on balancing the “4-C” inputs has been covered in the foregoing Overview section. The balance in these input/throughput areas has been prescribed by the denomination’s *Manual*, and further honed by the Regional Course of Study Committee for each world area. The generic balance that is minimal for programs that lead to ordination is:
COURSE OF STUDY AND THE 4 C’s

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>CONTENT</td>
<td>Biblical, Theological, Historical, Ministerial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25%</td>
<td>COMPETENCY</td>
<td>Communication Skills, Pastoral Skills, Leadership Skills, Management Skills, Analytical Skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>CHARACTER</td>
<td>Ethical, Spiritual and Personal Growth, Incarnational Leadership, Commitment to God and the Church, Passion for the Lost, Covenantal Life Style</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>CONTEXT</td>
<td>Information, System and Environments of Learning; Pluralism: Religious, Historical and Cultural; Community Interface; Social, Ethical, Legal and Judicial; Church and Ministry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25%</td>
<td>UNDESIGNATED</td>
<td>To be assigned at the regional, field or local setting as appropriate to the context and the students.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each region within its own sourcebook can further distribute these undesignated percentages among the other four C areas. A program must demonstrate that it has balanced its input/output components to the desired minimums as part of its submission to be validated as a program leading to educational readiness for ordination within the Church of the Nazarene.

SUMMARY:

The foregoing sections have discussed the value of a singular focus for education. From this focus flow the intended outcomes. The educational program is then designed solely to attain the
intended outcomes as actual outcomes – and the program is thus designed, evaluated and improved toward that end. The inputs and throughputs are balanced among the four C’s to assure that the educational program does not become skewed toward any one of the 4-C areas at the expense of the other aspects of the educational program.

Subsequent sections will explore various aspects of this overall model, as well as resource possibilities toward its implementation. The task of the previous material, however, is to understand the model and to appreciate its implication for setting directions in education for ministry in the various world areas.